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RÉSUMÉ – Cet article présente un modèle computationnel de recherche organisationnelle qui compare différentes stratégies d'organisation de l'innovation de service dans une organisation multi-unités: centralisation, décentralisation et partition de l'innovation entre différentes unités opérationnelles. La performance est comparée pour différents degrés de décomposabilité des problèmes et différents niveaux d'hétérogénéité de la demande. Les résultats sont illustrés par une étude de cas dans le secteur de la santé.
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ABSTRACT – This article presents a computational model of organizational search that compares different strategies of organizing service innovation in a multi-unit organization: centralisation, decentralisation, and partition search conducted by the different business units on a specific part of the innovation. The performance is compared for varying degrees of problem decomposability and varying levels of demand heterogeneity between units. It illustrates the findings using a case study from the health care sector.
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INTRODUCTION

A key question for multi-unit organizations is how to coordinate innovative activity across their business units. An extensive literature exists on structural ambidexterity (cf. March, 1991; Benner and Tushman, 2003; Gibson and Birkinshaw, 2004). The general recommendation is that business units operating in different industry sectors should be structurally independent in order for innovative activity appropriate for its particular industry and its stage of the innovation life cycle. For example, a business unit should engage in incremental development of an existing technology base (“exploitation”) if it operates in a relatively
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mature product market. Alternatively, a business unit should engage in radical (“exploratory”) R&D if it is prospecting within a new technology market.

While existing research has compared bottom-up entrepreneurial and top-down managerial ways of organizing service innovation (Sørensen et al., 2013), there exists relatively little discussion about how a multi-unit organization, operating within one industrial sector, should organize its innovation. One way is to allow each unit to develop solutions autonomously. A key advantage is that local solutions can be tailored to the needs of each unit. Decentralised decision-making may be needed if specialised knowledge resides at lower levels of the organizational hierarchy, or if the formal authority holder’s cognitive capacity is overloaded because of the need to make many decisions (Dobrajska et al., 2015). Decentralised innovation, it is suggested, may be more sensitive to changes in the local market/business environment (Czasar, 2012; Sah and Stiglitz, 1986).

Directed (top-down) innovation is an alternative means of organizing activities within a multi-unit organization. Here one unit conducts R&D and subsequently rolls out the new product/service to all other units. An advantage of this hierarchy is that innovation decisions can be framed against medium to long-term changes in the global business-social-political environment (Jacobides, 2007; Marengo and Dosi, 2005). Decentralised decision-making may be linked to narrow decision frames, which may ignore systemic changes in the wider operating environment (Luoma 2013).

A third strategy is partition. Here the innovation problem is broken down into a number of elements (also see Siggelkow and Levinthal, 2003). For example, the design of a service product may be broken down into a number of different “modules” that, together, make up a final service. Innovation within each service module may be tackled by one, or several, business units within the organization. Each modular innovation is to be combined. The partition strategy has not previously been considered by authors within the literature on innovation within multi-unit organizations where each business unit serves its own segment of customers.

The paper analyses these three strategies through a computational model of multi-unit organizational search. We find that the efficacy of each search strategy depends on (a) the degree of heterogeneity of
customer preferences faced by business units, and (b) the decomposability of the innovation problem. We illustrate the potential advantages of partition strategy using a case study of a health care reform within a regional provider of primary health care services in Finland.

### I. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

The organization of productive activity by the firm has been examined using transaction cost economics and the knowledge based theory of the firm (Colfer and Baldwin, 2010). In transaction cost economics (Williamson, 1985), the focus is on aligning incentives in order to achieve cooperation between actors. By contrast, the knowledge based theory of the firm focuses on the information flows and communication required for organizing tasks, and examines how different organizational structures correspond to different search problems (Colfer and Baldwin, 2010). This paper is within the knowledge-based approach. We assume that all business units operating within a multi-unit organization are willing and motivated to cooperate but are limited by their information processing capabilities. Given this, the problem is how to organize innovation within a multi-unit organization.

We view the multi-unit organization as a complex system that consists of multiple “elements” (in this case, a set of service modules that together make up an overall service) and a set of interactions between these elements. The complex system approach has been applied in a number of disciplines, such as the design of complex engineering systems (e.g. Baldwin and Clark, 2006; Colfer and Baldwin, 2010), service innovations (Gallouj and Weinstein, 1997; Chae, 2012), innovations in general (e.g. Murmann and Frenken, 2006; Frenken, 2006), and organizational design (e.g. Ethiraj and Levinthal, 2004). In the characteristics-based approach to services the underlying technological and organizational design of a service (its “technical characteristics”), together with the competences of service providers and their clients, determine the quality and overall performance of a service (its “service characteristics”) (Gallouj and Weinstein, 1997; Windrum and García-Goñi, 2008).
Improvements in service characteristics can arise through organizational search for new technologies, and/or the adoption of new routines for delivering services (Nelson and Winter, 1982; Windrum and García-Goñi, 2008; Chang and Harrington, 2006). However, interdependencies between the modules (elements) are non-linear and make the search problem complex. This can be modelled as a process of hill climbing with a fitness landscape, where complexity is characterised as a landscape that is “rugged”, containing multiple peaks. There is a possibility that an organization searching a rugged landscape can become trapped on a local (sub-optimal) peak, and fails to reach the optimal service design (represented by the highest peak within the fitness landscape).

In addition to non-linear interactions between system elements, the distribution of interdependencies across elements (here, the modules that comprise a service) also affects search. If the innovation problem can be decomposed into a number of different sub-problems, then individual business units can be assigned to these sub-problems. However, hierarchical coordination is needed when services are only partly decomposable (Nickerson and Zenger, 2004).

Search performance can be evaluated both in the short term and in the long term. In the short term, rapid learning is important under conditions of severe competition. This may be due to strong selection pressures in the industry (Marengo and Dosi, 2005); it may be due to a reinforcing feedback loop, existing between capability and performance, that needs to be activated before competitors (Chang and Harrington, 2003; Rahmandad, 2012); or it may be due to large market fluctuations (Chang and Harrington, 2000). Under these conditions, decentralised and parallel search may be effective for reaching a local (sub-optimal) peak (Marengo and Dosi, 2005). In the long term, however, a key question is whether different means of organising innovation search are more or less effective in escaping local optima and identifying the global peak.

In a multi-unit organization, the central unit may perform one of a number of different roles. The existence of superior resources and capabilities for innovation, vis-à-vis other business units within the organization, may prompt centralised innovation arrangements (“top-down” innovation in Sørensen et al., 2013), for example through a centralised R&D department.
Alternatively, the central unit may take on an enabling function, facilitating the transfer of information and knowledge between units in order to support a decentralised, practice based innovation structure (“bottom-up” innovation arrangements in Sørensen et al., 2013). A key aspect of this is ensuring that the practices of different units within the organization are compatible, as this is important for knowledge transfer between different units (Chang and Harrington, 2000).

A third alternative is that the central unit guides the search efforts of other units by defining and constraining their search to specific sub-problems. Nickerson and Zenger (2004) refer to this as “authority-based hierarchy”. The same authors note that knowledge sharing is required where actors have a simplified (lower dimensional) mental model of the search landscape, which guides the direction of search (also see Gavetti and Levinthal, 2000). Nickerson and Zenger (2004) argued that this kind of a cognitive heuristic search (instead of a local search based on trial and error learning) is needed for complex and non-decomposable problems.

Chang and Harrington (2006) distinguish between, on the one hand, business units that focus on different parts of the value-adding process (e.g. functionally differentiated operations such as production, sales, marketing) (see, e.g. Rivkin and Siggelkow, 2003; Siggelkow and Levinthal, 2003; Siggelkow and Rivkin, 2006) for the same product market, and, on the other hand, where different organizational units provide services to different customer segments or markets, independently of each other. The latter is more relevant for the purposes of this paper.

The issue of information and knowledge transfer between different business units within a multi-unit organization has previously been examined, using computational modelling, by Chang and Harrington (2000, 2003, 2004) in the context of retail chains, and by Kollman et al. (2000) in the context of public policy. The work of Kollman et al. (2000) is of particular interest. They used an NK model to compare four search strategies, each representing a different form of centralised or decentralised search. Two of these – what they call “centralism” and “local autonomy” – have been discussed above. “Centralism” involves the central unit searching and then imposing its solution(s) on all other business units. “Local autonomy” is where each business unit acts independently and autonomously. Each unit performs its own local
search and implements the solutions it identifies. There is no sharing of knowledge or learning between business units.

The third search strategy examined by Kollman et al. (2000) is “best adoption”. Here, all business units initially undertake independent search. The central organization compares the outcomes of the search undertaken by the business units and, imposes, on all units, the “best solution” which has been found. For problems of intermediate complexity, multiple decentralised units acting as “policy laboratories” can be more effective in exploring the search space than a single unit equipped with more sophisticated search capabilities.

The fourth search strategy is “incremental adoption”. Once again, each business unit initially engages in an independent search. Thereafter, each business unit moves towards the best-found solution incrementally and is free to take into account (to a greater or lesser degree) the outcomes of other business units. This is a form of parallel processing. Kollman et al. (2000) argue that this arrangement is effective when a problem can be decomposed into sub-problems and these can be solved in parallel. In such situations, incremental adoption may be effective in combining partial solutions.

A complex technological search problem can be broken down into a set of sub-problems, or “modules” (cf. Langlois and Robertson, 1992; Baldwin and Clark, 2006). Trial-and-error learning can be accelerated through parallel work, with different firms focusing on different modules. As well as allowing technology space to be more completely covered than would be the case by a single firm, the establishment of interfaces between modules means that technical changes in one module do not require changes in other modules.

Modularising a complex system is, however, a complex endeavour in itself. The findings of Ethiraj and Levinthal (2004) suggest that erring on the side of too much modularity can be more detrimental than too much integration. Also, we have noted that problem complexity is not only due to non-linear interactions between system elements, but also due to the distribution of interdependencies across different business units. If the search problem is completely decomposable, individual sub-problems can be solved locally (using local markets). Hierarchical coordination is needed when problems are partly decomposable. In a partly decomposable system, distinct technical practices are in place.
in different parts of the system, and changes in one part need to be accommodated by changes in the technical practices of other parts of the system. This may decrease overall performance in the short term.

II. MODEL DESCRIPTION

The model presented in this paper is novel in two ways. First, one can vary the degree of problem decomposability whilst keeping the number of interactions between service modules (elements) constant. By so doing, one can focus on the effects of problem decomposability. Prior research, for example by Nickerson and Zenger (2004), and Kollman et al. (2000), has examined the effect of changes in the number of interactions only.

A second novelty of the model is that one can systematically examine the effect of heterogeneous demand for the services produced by different business units belonging to a multi-unit organisation, and the interaction effect of heterogeneous demand with problem decomposability. For example, Kollman et al. (2000) recognised that the relative performance of different search strategies depends on demand heterogeneity between units but did not explore it systematically. Chang and Harrington (2000, 2003, 2004) did consider the effect of customer heterogeneity in their model of a multi-unit organization, but they did not examine how heterogeneity interacts with the decomposability of the search problem.

We model organizational search using the NK modelling approach. The approach has its origins in evolutionary biology (Kaufman, 1993) but has been used to study issues in a wide range of fields, such as organizational strategy (e.g. Ganco and Hoetker, 2009) and innovation (e.g. Frenken, 2006).

In the NK approach, the system under study is viewed as an ensemble of \( N \) design elements (represented as a binary bit string, i.e. a string that contains a fixed number of bits that can either take the value of 0 or 1)

---

2 The modelling approach of Chang and Harrington is very different to that developed here. They construct a model based on economic primitives, such as purchased quantities at a given price. Ours is based on the NK model in which random fitness landscapes are created.
and $K$ interrelationships between these elements. The contribution of each element to the performance of the whole system (or “fitness” on a search landscape) depends not only on the value of the element itself but also on the values of the elements to which it is linked. A “design” is a particular configuration of design elements, and each design is assigned a fitness value. In terms of modelling innovation, the overall fitness of a design is measured in terms of service characteristics space. Local peaks within this service characteristics (fitness) landscape is given by a set of consumer preferences for these service characteristics.

At the start of a simulation run, each business unit belonging to the multi-unit organization is randomly allocated an initial position on a landscape. Depending on the degree of heterogeneity (see below), each business unit may be searching its own landscape, or all units may be searching identical landscapes.

Business units engage in directed (local) search, i.e. they seek to improve their position in service characteristics space by altering the technical characteristics of their designs. The ultimate goal is to identify the “optimal” design configuration (containing that unique combination of “0” and “1” values across all service modules) that produces the highest fitness – i.e. it has an optimal performance given heterogeneous demand and the degree of decomposability of the service design.

As is common within an NK framework, we assume that the search capabilities of an agent is constrained and, hence, it engages in “local search” that is incremental. As such, search involves incremental movement around the fitness landscape, as one or more business units seek to incrementally improve their service offerings. In each simulation period, one element of a string of binary bits can be altered (by switching a “0” to a “1” or vice versa). If this is fitness improving, then we assume the organization can undertake and implement an improvement in the service characteristics it offers to users. In the event there are more than one options that improve fitness, the organization will pick one of these options at random (cf. Levinthal, 1997).

The focus of this model is the impact of heterogeneous demand and decomposability on innovation. To simplify, we assume that the supply side competences of each business unit are in place, and do not differ across units (except for the central unit in the centralisation search strategy). In practice, business units within the same organization may
differ in their competence to undertake innovation, and, hence, this may affect their search processes.

In the following sections, we discuss how heterogeneous demand and decomposability of the search problem are operationalised in our model.

Model equations are provided in the Appendix. The model has been implemented using Python 3.5.

II.1. HETEROGENEOUS DEMAND

Within our model, each business unit within a multi-unit organization is assigned to a particular set of customers. The preferences of each consumer group differs. For example, in the context of a health care organization providing services across a geographical region (see the case study below), service demand can vary significantly depending on differences in the environment (urban vs. rural) and the demographics of the user population (e.g. age). Hence, patients in one local demographic group may prefer a certain kind of health care service, whereas for another group an alternative version of the service would be better.

We assume that the landscapes faced by business units belonging to the same organization are partly correlated. Whilst there are differences in the demand (consumer preferences) faced by different business units, it seems reasonable to assume that the preferences are correlated to some degree.

This is modelled by creating different fitness components (joint fitness landscape component of all units and a unique fitness landscape component of each unit) and then calculating the overall fitness for each unit using a weighted average. By varying the weights of the joint fitness landscape and the unique landscape component of each unit, we are able to vary the correlation between 0 and 1. A correlation of 1 indicates that identical fitness landscapes are being searched by two or more business units. In this case, a particular configuration of technical characteristics would yield the same benefit for the customers for all units. By contrast, a correlation of 0 indicates that the fitness landscapes

---

3 An alternative modelling formulation would be for consumers to assign different weights to the design elements, to reflect differences between the local patient populations (as in, for example, Frenken and Nuvolari, 2004). In this case, the assumption is that different customers value different aspects differently (e.g. for some patients e-health would be important, whereas for others it would be insignificant).
faced by two or more business units are uncorrelated. In this case, a particular configuration of technical characteristics yields benefits for one unit but the expected value for other units is zero (i.e. the value of a random point on a fitness landscape).

Figure 1 provides an example of correlated fitness landscapes for two business units for different values of $w$ (weight parameter between 0 and 1). In the figure, the different cells correspond to different points on the fitness landscape. If two cells are adjacent, there is only one bit in the bit string different between the two points. For example, the top left cell depicts the point “000000” on the landscape; the second column of the top row depicts the point “000001”, and so on. Darker colours show positions on the landscape with a high fitness. When $w=0$, the landscapes for two units are identical. When $w=0.5$, the global maximum for one unit may still be a local peak, but there may be alternative peaks on the landscape as well. When $w=1$, the peaks on the landscapes for two units occur at different points on average.

![Fig. 1 – Examples of correlated fitness landscapes for values $w=0$, $w=0.5$, and $w=1.$](image)

II.2. DECOMPOSABILITY OF THE SEARCH PROBLEM

In a fully decomposable system, interactions exist between design elements within a module, but there are no interactions between elements belonging to different modules. As discussed above, the key advantage of a fully decomposed system is that changes made to one module do not require changes to other modules. By contrast, in a partly decomposable system, a change in one module requires accommodating changes to be made in one or more other modules to ensure that modules work together.

We alter the decomposition of the search problem in our model in the following way. Starting from a fully decomposable system, we vary the degrees of decomposability by randomly changing the links in the system. The larger the number of changes specified in the model, the lower the degree of problem decomposability. After a large number of changes, the system is completely non-decomposable, and, on average, there is an equal probability that a link exists between any two elements. By specifying the number of changes, we are able to create systems of varying degrees of problem decomposability.

Figure 2 provides a graphical illustration of a system where \( N=12 \). The top row corresponds to a situation with \( K=5 \), and the bottom row corresponds to a situation with \( K=3 \). The number of elements within a module is equal to \( K+1 \), and elements that belong to the same module are shown in the figure with the same colour. The number of modules is equal to \( N / (K+1) \).

When the number of change iterations is 0 (left column), each element within a module is linked to every other element within the same module. This is the fully decomposable structure. The centre column shows the effect of one iteration of random changes, and corresponds to a partly decomposable system. The right-hand side of the figure illustrates a system after 15 iterations of random changes, and corresponds to a non-decomposable system.
III. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, we first present a number of different baseline simulations in order to test the validity of our model. After this, we compare the efficacies of alternative search strategies (decentralisation, centralisation, and partition search). In our simulation experiments, the number of design elements, $N=12$. To analyse the effect of search problem complexity, we vary the value of the number of links between elements (parameter $K$).
III.1. BASELINE SIMULATIONS

We conducted a number of baseline simulation experiments on the model. First, we examined how altering the number of interactions ($K$) affects the results. This was done by creating a system in which the elements within a module are fully connected, and then comparing systems which contain two modules ($N=12$, $K=5$) and three modules ($N=12$, $K=3$).

We found that increasing the number of $K$ interactions has two effects. First, mean average performance tends to be lower. This is because business units are more likely to become trapped on local optima. Second, the number of different end points (on the landscape) at the end of the simulation runs tend to increase. This is due to business units becoming trapped on a higher number of local peaks.

We also observed that differences in the mean fitness of the organizational units between alternative simulated landscapes decrease with an increase in the number of interactions. This can be seen in Figure 3 by comparing the range of mean fitness values of the simulations with $K=3$ and $K=5$. Each “x” and “o” in Figure 3 represents the simulation result at the end of a simulation run on a single landscape with $2^{12}$ organizational units.

Fig. 3 – Effect of search problem complexity and decomposability on the number of distinct organizational forms and on the mean fitness.

Baseline simulations also revealed that, with the number of interconnections constant, the mean fitness at the end of the simulation runs tends to be lower when problem decomposability is high. A completely decomposable system has the lowest mean fitness. Following this, the effect of increasing the search budget is greater for a non-decomposable system, as business units are able to conduct more search before becoming trapped on local optima. In a decomposable system, business units are trapped on a larger number of local optima.

We have tested whether these results are robust when the change algorithm is varied. In the base case, the changes are symmetric, i.e. a change from \((i_1, j_1)\) to \((i_2, j_2)\) is always complemented with a change from \((j_1, i_1)\) to \((j_2, i_2)\), resulting in an undirected graph. The qualitative pattern is the same with an asymmetric change algorithm.

In the following sections, we present the findings of experiments conducted for three scenarios: (a) a relatively “easy” search problem \((K=2; 4\text{ modules})\), (b) an “intermediate” search problem \((K=5; 2\text{ modules})\), and (c) a “difficult” non-decomposable search problem \((K=11; 1\text{ module})\).

### III.2. CENTRALISED AND DECENTRALISED SEARCH STRATEGIES

As discussed, a centralised search strategy involves just one unit performing innovative search. All other business units within a multi-unit organization adopt its solutions. Here we assume that it is the central unit that designs and tests a service innovation. This is then implemented by all other units within an organization. In the model, we assume that the central unit is able to conduct an extensive search of the fitness landscape (i.e. a large search distance can be covered). As such, the central unit is able to avoid being trapped on local optima. Our simulation results support the findings of Kollman et al. (2000) that for complex (high \(K\)) problems the benefit from a more sophisticated search is greater.

In the decentralised search strategy, each unit performs its own search. Once the units have identified their own solutions, the central unit provides information on the solution of the best performing unit to all other units. Importantly, we assume that each unit can voluntarily decide whether or not to adopt a service innovation developed by another unit. This means that units are not forced to adopt solutions that would
be inferior for them (given their particular fitness landscape). We also assume that, with decentralised search, each business unit is restricted to searching a relatively small (local) part of the fitness landscape (i.e. only a small search distance can be covered). This reflects the argument that the key benefits of decentralised search are the ability to tailor solutions to local contexts, and inter-unit learning (i.e. each unit can benefit from the solutions developed by other units within the same organization).

Figure 4 shows the comparative results for centralised and decentralised search. It shows the mean fitness values at the end of 500 simulation runs, with each run having a different landscape. The lines with dots show the results of a decentralised search for two different values of change iterations (0 and 15). The lines without dots show the results of the centralised search for two values of search distance (2 and 3).

III.2.1. Search in landscapes with varying heterogeneity

The simulation results indicate that centralised search is more effective when there is a high correlation between all units’ fitness landscapes, i.e. the benefits of the more extensive search performed by of a central unit is higher the more homogeneous are the customer demands for services delivered by all units. When there are significant differences between customers’ demand, it is difficult to roll out one, “general” solution to all units.

Similarly, average fitness for decentralised search tends to be higher when there is a high correlation between units’ fitness landscapes. This indicates that the benefits of inter-unit learning (associated with decentralised search in this model), are greater the more homogeneous (less heterogeneous) is consumer demand. Even when there is low correlation between units’ landscapes, the adoption of an innovation developed by another unit can be helpful in escaping lock-in to a local optimum. Adopting a service innovation from another unit enables a unit to commence search from a new location on its landscape.

Figure 4 also shows the marginal differences in search efficacy between these two search strategies. An increase in landscape correlation is associated with a linear increase in the performance of centralised search. When units’ landscapes are completely uncorrelated, the mean fitness for a unit adopting a solution (found by the central unit) is zero. This
corresponds to the expected value of a randomly selected location on an adopting unit’s fitness landscape. Examining the results for decentralised search, the lowest mean fitness also occurs when landscape correlation is zero (i.e. there is no correlation between the landscapes being searched by different units). This corresponds to a situation of totally independent local search without inter-unit learning.

III.2.2. Differences in the number of units engaged in search

The findings indicate that the benefits of decentralised search depend on the overall number of business units engaged in innovative search. This is particularly so for highly complex search problems. We can understand this in the following way. When complexity is high, one unit searching a landscape is unlikely to find solutions that yield a high performance (i.e. a global optimum on its fitness landscape). The greater the number of units that search an identical landscape, the higher the probability that one of them will develop a service innovation that is optimal.
There are also benefits associated with inter-unit learning when units have landscapes with a high degree of correlation (i.e. they do not need to be identical). This is because there is a larger number of innovations for each unit to choose from. This raises the probability that there is a good solution within the set of found service innovations. This is the case even when innovation happens not to improve the fitness of the unit which developed it.

**III.2.3. Differences in problem decomposability**

The degree of problem decomposability affects the performance of decentralised search. This is notable, in Figure 4, when the search problem is of “intermediate” ($K=5$) complexity. For the same level of complexity, the fitness is higher when the search problem is non-decomposable. By contrast, the findings indicate that for the same level of complexity, the fitness performance of centralised search does not depend very much on problem decomposability. Because of this, when the search problem is non-decomposable, decentralised search can outperform centralised search.

**III.3. PARTITION SEARCH STRATEGY**

In the partition search strategy, different organizational units perform searches on specific sub-problems. Inter-unit learning occurs when units can combine their partial solutions with those found by other units of the same organization. In the model, the bit string is either searched entirely for $K=11$ (1 module), or is split into multiple parts for $K=2$ (4 modules) and $K=5$ (2 modules). Each unit is assigned a specific part to be searched. The parts are divided evenly amongst the business units. For example, when $K=5$, the search problem is split into 2 parts or modules. The first business unit searches the first six bits in the bit string, the second business unit searches bits 7–12, the third business unit again bits 1–6, and so on. At the end of each simulation run, the units can select the best combination of the obtained partitions.

**III.3.1. Search in landscapes with varying heterogeneity**

Figure 5 shows the findings of simulations for the partition strategy and for the decentralised strategy (discussed above). The average fitness
of the partition strategy is higher the more correlated are the search landscapes of individual business units. When the search landscapes are very different (i.e. the correlation is very low), the performance of the partition strategy can be even poorer than with decentralised local search. This is because, with the partition strategy, each unit is only able to change a limited set of their modularised services/practices, and they do not benefit from the development of partial solutions by the other units. This is a key difference to simple, decentralised search.

The simulation results also show that, for landscapes with lower correlation (i.e. more heterogeneous landscapes), average fitness using the partition strategy decreases at a lower rate than for the decentralised strategy. We note that this depends on the specific modelling assumptions which have been used in this model. We have assumed that business units have more potential solutions to choose from when using the partition strategy, and we have assumed that with decentralised search all units are only able to adopt the services/practices of the best performing unit.

III.3.2. Differences in the number of units engaged in search

Comparing the mean fitness for the partition strategy in the lower and upper halves of Figure 5, we see that the benefits of partition are greater when higher numbers of business units are involved in innovative search. The higher the number of units, the larger the set of partial solutions being created. This is particularly important when the search problem is split into many parts (K=2; 4 modules).

The performance of the partition strategy is comparable to, or better than, decentralised search when the number of business units engaged in innovative search is high. This is because the number of possible combinations increases rapidly with an increase in the number of units engaged in search. For example, suppose the system is divided into 4 modules. If a multi-unit organization contains 4 units, then there is just one unit allocated to search per module, and there is only one combination of the partial solutions. By contrast, for a multi-unit organization

4 In an earlier version of the model, we tested a variant of decentralised search in which each unit could voluntarily choose any of the solutions developed by the other units. Using this formulation, fitness decreases with lower levels of landscape correlation were similar to the findings for the partition strategy.
that comprises 12 units, there can be 3 units searching within each of the 4 modules, and there are $3^4 = 81$ possible combinatorial solutions.

### III.3.3. Differences in problem decomposability

As expected, a partition strategy is more effective (average fitness is higher) when the search problem is decomposable. The partial solutions found by different units can be effectively combined with those partial solutions found by other units. The relative effectiveness of the decentralisation and partition strategies thus depends on problem decomposability through a combination of two factors: decentralisation search by itself is less effective for decomposable problems, and partition search by itself is more effective for decomposable problems.

![Graph showing simulation results of decentralised and partition search strategies for organisations with 4 and 12 units.](image)

**Fig. 5** – Simulation results of the decentralised and partition search strategies of organizations with 4 and 12 units. Mean fitness values are reported for 500 landscape simulations.

A case study involving wide scale health service renewal within a municipal primary care organization in Finland provides an example of the partition search strategy. This organization provides chronic and non-chronic healthcare services for a middle-sized Finnish city and its surrounding areas, comprising around 67,000 inhabitants.

This health care organization provides a good example of a multi-unit organization that faces heterogeneous demand across its different units. It comprises a “central unit” and seven smaller units known as “satellites”. The central unit serves a population of 27,000 citizens in the city centre. The satellite units serve smaller populations, of between 2,000 and 11,000 citizens. Three of the satellites are located in the suburbs, and four satellite units are located in rural areas.

In addition to the urban/rural distinction, the social environment and age demographics of the populations served by these different units varies significantly. Some units primarily serve a young population, dealing with issues such as substance abuse and mental health problems. Others primarily serve elderly citizens and their associated medical conditions.

There is a general trend within health care to new services that emphasize preventive care and the application of new digital technologies. Integrated care programs (Ouwens et al., 2005), and the Chronic Care Model (Bodenheimer et al., 2002) which these are based on, require radical changes in the internal organization structures of health care organization, and their external interactions with patients. It should be noted that the Chronic Care Model (CCM) does not specify exactly how system change should be configured within a particular context. Certain practices may be adopted from the general CCM framework, but an organization seeking to implement health care renewal still needs to experiment with alternative solutions and implement those which best suit its context.

The case organization had started to develop a new conceptual model in order to deal with key problems it had identified; namely, a reactive way of working, condition-centred view of service development, and a lack of cross-professional interaction. The renewal aimed to improve
both the availability of services to citizens and their health impact, as well as increasing productivity (i.e. reducing the resources required to treat each patient). The organization started to develop its own version of the Chronic Care Model. This was, in part, influenced by health care innovations developed and applied in other countries. However, the case organization also created new practical applications to meet its particular needs.

The development of a new operating model by this multi-unit organization highlights a number of the issues raised in the simulation model. First, there was much debate within management about the degree of autonomy that satellite units should have, and how much the innovation process should be coordinated by the central unit. On the one hand, it was acknowledged that local units typically have better knowledge of the local customers they serve. On the other hand, the central unit had greater access to resources and knowledge about the systemic renewal process.

A second issue highlighted by the case study is the recognition that some general elements of the Chronic Care Model would be suitable for all units of the organization, but that local, specific characteristics also needed to be taken into account. An example was provided by the development of new e-services. Elderly people did not necessarily have internet access or, if they did, limited experience, making the adoption of e-services difficult. Another example was the proposed segmentation of patients into two service groups, based on the need for either chronic or non-chronic care. The central unit developed this segmentation. However, smaller, satellite units found this segmentation to be unsuitable due to the health needs and demands of their local patient populations.

Another key issue was that of problem decomposition and the existence of links between modules/components. The Chronic Care Model is based on developing and using a set of core service components. These are: self-management support, clinical information systems, delivery system redesign, decision support, health care organization, and community resources (Bodenheimer et al., 2002). These core components are not independent. There exist strong links between them, and an implementation of one component has a direct effect on the performance of other components. This means that redesign in one component requires adjustment and changes in the design of the other components.
Regarding the partition search strategy in particular, one aspect of
the renewal in the case organization was the integration of previously
independent operational entities, such as physical therapy and dental care
with outpatient care. One of the satellite units piloted the integration
of dental care services. As a result of this innovative activity, the unit
became a leading service pioneer within the organization.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have built a computational model of organizational
search for a multi-unit organization and used the model to examine
different forms of decentralised and centralised searches. The novelty
of our model compared to earlier related studies (Kollman et al., 2000;
Chang and Harrington, 2000, 2003, 2004; Siggelkow and Levinthal,
2003) is that our model enables us to unpack “complexity” in order
to distinguish between the effects of problem decomposability and
demand heterogeneity.

The simulation results suggest that both decentralised and partition
search strategies can outperform a centralised search when the landscapes
between units are at least moderately heterogeneous. The relative per-
formance of the centralised search, compared to decentralised search for
example, depends on assumptions regarding the level of sophistication
of the centralised search compared to that of localised search. The per-
formance of decentralised search in our model highlights the power of
parallel processing by multiple units. Given this set-up, the simulation
results indicate that decentralised search is more effective where there
is even a moderate degree of demand heterogeneity.

The results indicate that partition strategy is beneficial when the
search problem is decomposable. When a high number of units is
engaged in innovative search, the partition strategy can be beneficial
in creating a large number of combinations of solutions that can be
adopted by different units in a multi-unit organization.

Organizations implementing renewal processes are often facing
conflicting demands in their task environments. Prior research on
ambidexterity (Raisch and Birkinshaw, 2008; Gibson and Birkinshaw, 2004) has focused on factors reconciling these tensions simultaneously. The general recommendation by scholars working on this topic is to separate units that are engaged in different markets (with different technological paradigms, and possibly at different stages of the industry life cycle) due to the different internal competences (supply side factors) required for businesses to successfully innovate and compete in different markets.

The findings of the simulation model, together with that of the case study, contributes to our understanding of the tensions that can arise from heterogeneous consumer demand. In the context of health care, heterogeneous demand is due to the different health needs of patients in different geographical areas, which are served by different units of the same organization. This affects organizational scale and scope, and requires an ambidextrous approach to innovation and organizational structures to support service innovation.

This open up some new, potentially interesting avenues for empirical and simulation-based research in the field of service innovation. Existing research, focusing on the organization of service innovation activity, has hitherto mainly relied on qualitative case studies (Sundbo, 1996; Sørensen et al., 2013). The theoretically driven research presented in this paper can be seen as an alternative way to address research into complex service innovations. Some research questions are difficult to explore using qualitative research methods only. In this paper, we have used a case study to illuminate the findings of a simulation model, and to open up further thinking about the ontology of strategic search options and practices.

Concerning innovation studies, some scholars have previously adopted a complex system view to innovation (e.g. Frenken, 2006). Yet there remains a predominant focus on technological drivers of innovation. Service innovations are in many cases complex entities that integrate technological and organizational practices, and new ways of producing value together with customers. We suggest there is considerable potential in using computational tools to better understand complex systems such as these.

With regards to future development of the model presented here, future studies could examine in greater detail how a new system

5 There are some rare works, e.g. Desmarchelier et al. (2013) and Janssen (2015), who have used the characteristics-based frameworks of service innovation as a theoretical basis for formal modelling.
architecture or dominant design (Murmann and Frenken, 2006) is designed for service systems in the first place, and how this affects the different possible forms of local search which an organization chooses to use. For example, this may affect the cognitive heuristics that decision-makers use when engaging in search (cf. Gavetti and Levinthal, 2000). Another aspect not considered in the model, but which is clear from the case study, is the importance of competences and preferences (Windrum and García-Goñi, 2008) in the choice of search options.

Another aspect that has not been considered is the temporal complexity inherent in efforts at improvement over a long period of time (cf. Rahmandad, 2008; Denrell et al., 2004). There is always uncertainty regarding how much a particular system configuration can yield benefits in the long term. Possible worse-before-better effects and limited resources for improvement can mean that even if a long term improvement solution exists, it may be difficult to implement in practice because of people’s myopic understanding or limited resources for improvement (Repenning and Sterman, 2002; Morrison, 2012). One possible extension of our model is to take into account the resources needed for the search by each of the alternative strategies.

Finally, we have followed precedents by limiting the model scope to a single organization. Service innovations may involve a number of multi-unit organizations working in networks (De Vries, 2006). Future research could examine how different organizations can work together in order to design new/improved services. This entails relaxing an (implicit) assumption that there are no conflicting interests in the service development. This assumption is useful in order to focus on the information processing and communication aspects of an organization. When multiple organizations are working together, issues of motive alignment and trust are clearly relevant. This could either be examined using the transaction cost (cf. Colfer and Baldwin, 2010) or else a network governance (Jones et al., 1997) perspective.

The authors would like to thank Jukka Luoma, Koen Frenken, participants of the 2017 RESER conference, participants of the 2017 Workshop on Medical Innovation (WOMI), and two anonymous referees for their insightful comments. These have helped to improve the paper. The usual disclaimer applies.
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APPENDIX

1. MODEL EQUATIONS

The fitness landscape for each unit is calculated as a weighted average of the fitness values of a joint fitness landscape component of all units $\pi(x,N,K)$ and a unique fitness landscape component of each unit $\pi'(x,N,K,o)$:

$$f(x,N,K) = (1 - w) \cdot \pi(x,N,K) + w \cdot \pi'(x,N,K,o) \quad (1)$$

Parameter $w$ determines the demand heterogeneity between the different organizational units. For $w=0$ the fitness landscapes are identical and for $w=1$ the fitness landscapes of the different units are completely uncorrelated.

Fitness values $\pi(x,N,K)$ and $\pi'(x,N,K,o)$ are created by drawing i.i.d. random numbers from a normal distribution:

$$\pi(x,N,K) \sim N\left(0, \frac{1}{w^2 + (1-w)^2}\right) \quad (2)$$
$$\pi'(x,N,K,o) \sim N\left(0, \frac{1}{w^2 + (1-w)^2}\right) \quad (3)$$

The variance of a weighted sum of two random numbers has the property $\sigma^2_{yw_1+(1-w)y_2} = w^2 \sigma^2_{y_1} + (1-w)^2 \sigma^2_{y_2}$. From this it follows that the ratio of the variance of a single landscape alone to the variance of a weighted sum of the two i.i.d. landscapes is $\frac{1}{w^2 + (1-w)^2}$. We draw the random fitness values from a normal distribution that depends on $w$, with the result that the variance of the weighted average does not depend on $w$. This allows us to compare the search on different landscapes (increasing the variance of the landscape would increase the maximum fitness payoffs on the landscape and thus affect the search results).

2. CORRELATION BETWEEN FITNESS LANDSCAPES OF DIFFERENT UNITS

The mean values are identical: ($\mu_{\pi_1} = \mu_{\pi_2} = \mu_x = \mu$)

The variance of a weighted average $Y$ depends on $w$: 
\[ \sigma^2_Y = \sigma^2_{wX_1 + (1-w)X_2} = w^2 \sigma^2_{X_1} + (1-w)^2 \sigma^2_{X_2} = \sigma^2_{X} (w^2 + (1-w)^2) \]

\[ \Rightarrow \rho_{Y_1,Y_2} = \frac{E[(Y_1-\mu_{Y_1})(Y_2-\mu_{Y_2})]}{\sigma_{Y_1} \sigma_{Y_2}} \]

\[ = \frac{E[((1-w)X_1 \muX_3 + wX_3 - \mu)]}{\sigma_X^2 (w^2 + (1-w)^2)} \]

\[ = \frac{E[((1-w)X_1 + wX_2)(1-w)X_1 + wX_3) - ((1-w)X_1 + wX_2)\mu - ((1-w)X_1 + wX_3)\mu + \mu^2]}{\sigma_X^2 (w^2 + (1-w)^2)} \]

Because \( X_1, X_2, X_3 \) are independent, \( E[X^2] = \sigma_X^2 + \mu_X^2 \) and \( E[X_1X_2] = E[X_1X_3] = E[X_2X_3] = E[X_1]E[X_2] = \mu^2 \)

\[ \Rightarrow \rho_{Y_1,Y_2} = \frac{(1-w)^2(\sigma_X^2 + \mu_X^2) + 2w(1-w)\mu^2 - \mu(2(1-w)\mu + 2w\mu) + \mu^2}{\sigma_X^2 (w^2 + (1-w)^2)} = \frac{(1-w)^2 \sigma_X^2 + 0 \mu^2}{\sigma_X^2 (w^2 + (1-w)^2)} = \frac{(1-w)^2}{w^2 + (1-w)^2} \]

The simulation experiments were run for evenly spaced values of the correlation. In order to do this, the equation for the correlation above was solved for \( w \) (using Mathematica):

\[ w = \frac{\rho_{Y_1,Y_2} - \rho_{Y_1,Y_2}^2}{2 \rho_{Y_1,Y_2}} \]